HOW TO USE THE ENHANCED GEOGRAPHICAL FIELDS
IN THE ONLINE PROJECT PLANNING SYSTEM OPS
This guidance provides:
♦ instructions for organizations uploading draft projects onto OPS about how to enter
geographical details for their projects
♦

instructions for cluster coordinators about how to use the geographical detail for cluster
analysis and project vetting

SUMMARY:
OPS’ enhanced geographical fields (EGF) allow organizations to record their project(s)’s locations in
detail, including multiple locations, and multiple administrative levels (e.g. province – district –
commune). These details are crucial in planning efficient coverage of humanitarian needs, avoiding
duplications, and minimizing gaps. The locations will appear as drop-down menus tailored for each
country. The menus will contain the standard location names and P-codes (place codes) used by each
country’s humanitarian information managers.
After agreement in the cluster about the geographical division of labour (i.e. who will cover which needs
where) organizations uploading draft projects on OPS should indicate each of the locations where that
project proposes to operate. This information becomes part of the electronic project sheet on OPS and
is published electronically on OCHA’s Financial Tracking Service (fts.unocha.org) page for each country.
Cluster coordinators will ensure that each draft project on OPS has full geographical detail, and that this
corresponds with the division of labour agreed within the cluster. (Cluster coordinators should not click
“approve” on any project that has not recorded geographical details; it may be difficult to add them
later.) Coordinators then review the project locations in an Excel spreadsheet format (which OPS
automatically provides), so that they can spot any gaps or duplications and modify the projects to
correct these before submitting them to the Humanitarian Coordinator for final review.
_________________________________________________

1) FOR ORGANIZATIONS UPLOADING DRAFT PROJECTS ONTO OPS
STEP 1: Upload all mandatory project data and click on “save and stay”. (For technical reasons, the system will
not activate the EGF function until the other mandatory data fields are filled out and saved.)

STEP 2: Identify the EGF tab(here highlighted in yellow) next to the Project Main tab, at the top of the page.
Click on it.

STEP 3: OPS then opens a window that presents (under a summary of your project) a set of pre-filled drop-down
menus containing the locations related to your appeal (grouped into the geographical administrative levels).
Select each location where your project will operate. Do this by first choosing the highest administrative level,
then one of the next, then one of the next, etc. Click “add” after each selection. The drop-down menus for the
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lower levels are automatically filtered depending on your selection of the previous level—i.e. if you select a
province, the next drop-down menu will contain district names for that province only.
Note that if the project covers the entire area of a particular administrative level (e.g. a whole province), there is
no need to select all the parts (e.g. districts) of a provinceust select the province and no lower administrative
levels, and it will be understood that the project covers the whole province (see examples below).
When you click “add”, the information will be displayed in the box to the right. (Click on the red X to remove a
location if entered by mistake or in a later revision.)
The information will be displayed on the PDF version of the project sheet (click on the PDF/Word icon at the top
of the online project form). It will also appear in Excel format with all other draft projects via a link on the Project
Summary Tables page on OPS.
Here are a few examples of how to upload EGFs for a country with two administrative levels (“states” and
“counties”).
Example 1: Project A proposes activities covering all the counties (admin 2) in Jonglei state (admin level 1).
Thus, you would only need to select “Jonglei,” as that indicates that the project will cover all the counties as well.

Note: It would be incorrect to select Jonglei state AND then to select each of Jonglei’s six counties if your project
will cover all six counties.

Example 2: Project B is working in three of the six counties of Lakes state. Hence, you would need to select
Lakes for the first admin level and then the three target counties, clicking “add” after selecting each county. The
result would be displayed like this:
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Example 3: “Project C” is working in three of the 3 counties in the Montagnes state and in all of the counties of
Agneby state. Hence, you would need to select and click “add” for the three Montanges counties as in the
previous example, plus select Agneby state and click “add” without selecting departments:

Note: As in Example 1, it is not necessary to select any of the departments of Agneby, because the selection of
the Agneby state alone (admin level 1) implies the inclusion of all counties (admin level 2). Just select Agneby
from the first drop-down menu, and click “add.”

Note on “old” project location field on OPS (see screenshot below): these will be de-activated for most
appeals, since they contain the same information as the EGF’s admin level 1. You should leave it blank and go
to the EGFs instead (after saving the project). But there will be a few SRPs’ that will keep this old location field
in use, for areas or groupings that do not correspond to official place names and admin levels but which are
useful for coordination (like “north,” “border areas” and “refugee camps”). If this field is to be kept in use for your
appeal, the OCHA appeal manager will inform all organizations. In these cases, you should fill out both the old
location field and the details in the EGFs.
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______________________________________

2) CLUSTER ANALYSIS USING EXCEL DATA
The EGF Excel (downloaded via a link on the Project Summary Tables page on OPS) displays the detailed
geographical locations of each project, with pre-set filtering options that allow users to easily view who is
planning to do what and where. In reviewing project proposals during the preparation or revision of a strategic
response plan, cluster coordinators should use this new tool to ensure that their cluster’s proposed appeal
projects are meeting the assessed priority needs in the identified geographical areas without gaps or
duplications.
Note that the Excel splits each project into multiple rows—one row for each location that is recorded for that
project. This allows the cluster coordinator to tell at a glance (using the Excel auto-filter) which projects plan to
operate in each location. Also, because of this splitting of each project into multiple rows, the funding
requirements are not displayed on this Excel – because the splitting would repeat the budget on each row, which
would inflate the column total.
Note: when the Excel downloads, you may get a dialogue box asking whether to enable or disable the macros.
Choose “enable.”
Screenshot of example showing one project split into multiple rows, one per location
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Here are some practical examples of how to use the Excel for cluster analysis and project vetting.
Example 1: The cluster coordinator of Agriculture in OPT wants to see which projects are being proposed for the
governorate (admin level 2) of Ramallah, in the West Bank (admin level 1), to ensure that the proposed projects
(or parts of projects) will cover the priority needs identified in assessments.
1) Go to column A (cluster) and select Agriculture.
2) Go to column B (region, i.e. admin level one), click the auto-filter arrow in the region column, and select
“custom” from the auto-filter drop-down menu.** Choose region equals “West Bank” and governate “All areas of
this admin level.” (You must select both “West Bank” and “All areas of this admin level” because, as mentioned
above, if a project covers an entire admin level, the proposing organization does not select further detail from the
lower admin levels. It is understood that this means that the project will work in all parts of the selected admin
level. In theory, each project should indicate locations on at least admin level 1, even if it covers the whole
country; but in practice, some may not, in which case OPS shows “All areas…” as a default. So the cluster
coordinator should consider those projects’ geographical extent in this kind of analysis, by setting the auto-filter
to the region of interest plus “All areas of this admin level.”)

3) Click the auto-filter arrow in the governorate column, and select “custom” from the auto-filter drop-down menu.
Choose governorate equals Ramallah, tick the box “or”, and then choose equals “All areas of this admin level.”
(Again, you must select both “Ramallah” and “All areas…” because, as mentioned above, if a project covers an
entire admin level, the proposing organization does not select further detail from the lower admin levels. It is
understood that this means that the project will work in all areas of the selected admin level.)

**

Excel 2007 and 2010 give the user the same option for multiple choices of the auto-filter, but with a check-list format.
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4) This will leave (in the OPT example) about 30 rows on the Excel sheet. (Note that this does not indicate 30
unique projects, as projects that propose to cover more than one location in Ramallah would be repeated
several times on separate rows.) The cluster coordinator can now compare these projects to the assessed
needs in Ramallah and estimate whether they will be sufficient or whether they overlap with each other:
 If the beneficiary numbers of all the projects proposed for Ramallah do not amount to the number of
people in need, then you have identified a gap, and you should encourage other cluster members to
help cover the needs in Ramallah, or encourage those already planning to cover Ramallah to increase
their beneficiaries.
 If the projects appear to overlap, you can get an idea of the projects’ activities from their titles on the
spreadsheet. For more detail, consult the project’s full OPS sheet, to get beneficiary numbers and exact
activities. Projects that seem to overlap may actually be targeting the same beneficiaries with different
activities (e.g. seeds and tools distributions vs. livestock vaccination). However, if the activities and
beneficiaries do actually overlap, discuss with the concerned organizations to agree on who will cancel
which parts of their projects to remove the overlap.
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5) To be thorough, you should check for gaps and duplications at the lowest admin level (“Community” in this
OPT example). Just repeat the filtering process in the “Community” column (after following steps 1-3 of this
section), setting the custom auto-filter to the community of interest (“At Tira” in this screenshot) plus “All areas…”

If there are many communities (or whatever admin level 2 denomination is relevant), instead of filtering them one
by one you can just sort the spreadsheet by the “Community” column, and scroll down to see if there are multiple
projects in any community. Either way, you will probably have to get more detail from the organizations whose
projects cover “All areas of this admin level.”

5) To check activities and beneficiary numbers of each project to confirm sufficiency or overlap, go to the Project
Summary Tables page on OPS and click on the “Full printout of all projects” link. You can then search the PDF
or Word document for any project by putting its project code in the search bar (Ctrl + F). (You can just enter the
five-digit sequence, not the entire code.)
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New for this year is the introduction of the highlighted pink cells. Having the old location data transferred to the
EGF file, makes it easy to see if the some location data exists. This was not the case in the past; you then had to
compare two different excel files to see this information.
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